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Abstract: Soldiers are reliant on cutting-edge equipment to have a technical advantage over adversaries in combat. This
equipment is designed to maximize new capabilities while minimizing certain key system attributes, namely size, weight, and
power (SWAP). However, these attributes do not reflect the equipment’s actual usage in the field. Characterizing these
attributes relative to a standard use case provides additional insight allowing for better design decisions. One such parameter
is operational energy which derives from the power attribute. A case study is presented on performing an operational energy
analysis. The process begins by identifying the power users, mission sets, and equipment loads. These parameters are fused
together to generate a power usage profile and operational energy requirement which provide insight into the system design.
The process serves as a guide for characterizing other time-based operational requirements, including physical and cognitive
burden.
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1. Introduction
Soldiers have always been issued equipment to provide them a tactical advantage over adversaries in combat
(Marshall, 1980). This equipment ranges from bronze swords replacing stone weaponry all the way to the fielding of network
radios to dismounted Soldiers in modern day combat operations. Existing engineering development processes strive to
maximize the new capabilities provided by the equipment while reducing the burden on the Soldier. The burden on a Soldier
is typically characterized in engineering design processes through the size, weight, and power (SWAP) attributes
SWAP attributes are readily measurable and useful parameters for design. However, they fail to capture the full
impact of new equipment because they do not reflect the usage of the equipment over time. In particular, the power required
for a piece of equipment becomes a significant issue for long-duration dismounted missions. As the duration increases, the
energy required and the associated batteries increase as well, based on the activities that the Soldier is performing.
An operational energy analysis captures this shortcoming by mapping the power usage to a use case to determine the
energy requirements and the associated battery weight. This information allows for better design analysis and decision
making. For example, this paper will show that the battery weight required for a PRC-154 Rifleman Radio for 72 hours is 5
times more than the weight of the radio itself. Hence, the analysis allows an engineer manager to better analyze trade-offs,
such as a 20% reduction in power draw would be result in a larger weight saving than a 20% reduction in the radio weight.
Though the case study focuses on operational energy, the process can be expanded to characterize any time-based
attribute for a system. For example, the process can readily be translated to analyze physical and cognitive loading.

2. Overview of Operational Energy Analysis
The Army has identified that Soldiers are becoming more burdened as they are required to carry more pieces of
electronics onto the battlefield. These electronics require batteries which often weigh significantly more than the equipment
they are powering. The number and weight of batteries is related to the actual equipment usage over the course of a mission.
An operational energy analysis captures these characteristics of the system.
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